Alberta Parks: Explorettes

Alberta Parks Northeast is proud to present: Explorettes!

A day long outdoor experience for girls! Explorettes seeks to inspire and empower girls through nature based learning, science, art, and creativity.

Park interpreters and special guests lead a fun filled day based on a different outdoor theme each date of the program at Sir Winston Churchill Provincial Park.

Recommended for girls ages 9-12.
**Explorettes: Schedule and Activities**

**Explorettes runs**
on four different dates during the summer at Sir Winston Churchill Provincial Park.

Each date has a different theme and activities; your explorette can pick the day or days that interest her! Each day includes provided lunch and each Explorette gets a T shirt!

**Explorettes Dive In!**
Date: July 13, 2017  
Cost: $20  
For water lovers! Learn all about our lake and get active paddleboarding! Includes:
- Seine netting to catch live fish  
- Lake chemistry  
- Fish printing art  
- **Paddleboarding!** Lesson and guided experience with professional instructors.

**Explorettes Adventure in Space and Time!**  
Date: July 27th, 2017  
Cost: $20  
Journey to the stars and planets learning about astronomy in our Starlab! Then go back in time and learn about the archeological finds in the Park! Includes:
- Experience our digital **starlab** and see stunning photos and simulations of space!  
- Create a starfinder and try rocket building  
- **Archeology!** Hike with a real archeologist, see artifacts and imagine early life in Lac La Biche!

**Explorettes Take Flight!**  
Date: August 10th, 2017  
Cost: $20  
We’ll flock together and learn all about some of the parks most exciting residents: birds! Includes:
- Hands on time with bird feathers, eggs and specimens  
- Birding with a local expert!  
- **Live owl and presentation!**  
- Build a paper flying machine!

**Explorettes Get Lost and Found!**  
Date: August 24th, 2017  
Cost: $20  
Get in touch with the wild side of nature! This day focuses on outdoor skills and the mammals of the park! Includes:
- Use a GPS and go Geocaching  
- **Fire lighting and shelter building**  
- Cast a track to take home!  
- Get hands on with furs and skulls of local mammals  
- Talk with women trained in Search and Rescue!

Listed are the featured activities of each day— we also have lots of other fun and games every time!

---

**REGISTRATION INFO**

Each Explorette day runs from 9:30am to 3:30pm. If needed, early drop off and late pick up options can be discussed on a case-by-case basis.

For more information or questions please contact Visitor Services at 780.623.5478 or email: carrie.millar@gov.ab.ca

Registration packages with payment method, full schedule, waivers, and dietary requirements available by request via contacting Visitor Services.

Registration Deadline: Friday prior to program date.